process can be outsourced to an untrustworthy party. The proposed approach covers many different aggregates and can provide exact answers.
The fourth paper is "Finding Top-k Preferable Products" by Yu Peng, Raymond Chi-Wing Wong and Qian Wan. The paper tackles an interesting application problem: Given a set of existing products, can we find k "best" possible products that are not dominated by any existing ones? Two optimization objectives are considered: maximizing total profit and the number of customers, respectively.
The fifth paper, "Knowledge Transfer with Low-Quality Data: A Feature Extraction Issue" by Brian Quanz, Jun Huan, and Meenakshi Mishra, extends sparse coding to transfer knowledge between sources of data, particularly to improve the prediction performance. The paper reports encouraging results on a real-world chemical toxicity case.
The next paper, "Reassessing Top-Down Join Enumeration" by Pit Fender and Guido Moerkotte, tackles a core problem in database engines: finding an optimal execution order of join operations. A nice feature of the paper is that it links theoretical results with practical performance, particularly on cyclic query graphs that are very challenging.
The seventh paper is "Design Independent Query Interfaces" by Arash Termehchy, Marianne Winslett, Yodsawalai Chodpathumwan, and Austin Gibbons. It tackles the practical need of forming queries on databases of complex schemas. Theoretically, the paper assesses the design independence provided by schema free query interfaces (SFQI), and proposes an XML SFQI. The advantages of the new approach are justified by an evaluation on real data.
Finally, the paper "Subscriber Assignment for WideArea Content-Based Publish/Subscribe" by Albert Yu, Pankaj K. Agarwal, and Jun Yang addresses the problem of assigning subscribers to brokers in a content-based publish/subscribe system covering a wide area. Showing that the optimization problem is NP-hard, the paper seeks a nice greedy method from a skillful combination of linear programming, randomized rounding, corset, and iterative reweighted sampling.
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